
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Golf hazards
6 Both: pref.

10 “...ere I saw __”
14 Hebrew prophet
15 James of “Elf”
16 Dagnabbit!
17 Of eight
18 Actress Garr
19 6-6-44
20 Start of a quote by

Ludwig Wittgenstein
23 Fine print word
24 River in Tuscany
25 K.C. winter hours
27 “Canto General”

poet
29 Andrea the dictator

of Genoa
31 Off-road 4-wheeler
34 Jolson and Jarreau
35 Naysaying president
36 Part 2 of quote
39 Part 3 of quote
40 Blunders
41 Rappin’ Doctor
42 His: Fr.
43 Sleep: pref.
44 Southern rocker

Warren
47 Light starter?
48 Auto or demo

attachment?
50 Language flavor
54 End of quote
57 Welsh composer

Novello
58 Olympian Lipinski
59 Man and Capri

60 Andes country
61 Idle talk
62 “As You Like It” role

63 Weapon: Fr.
64 Slung dish
65 Utopias

DOWN
1 Egyptian god of

wisdom
2 Guy la __ of fashion
3 Fall blossom
4 Mate of a

glamorous bird
5 Military gesture
6 Recorded

proceedings
7 Dionysian females
8 Ms. Streisand
9 Bulge at the back of

the head
10 Whirlpool
11 Outlandish
12 Bandeau
13 “__ Which Way You

Can”
21 Perplexing situation
22 Twelve: pref.
26 Noxious weeds
28 Nth: abbr.

30 Baseball legend Mel
31 Bomb blast, in

headlines
32 Dump for another
33 Wormy
35 Ringstrasse city
37 __ appetit!
38 “Love Story” novelist

Segal
39 Use too much nose
41 Thorn apples
44 “Little Brown Jug”

refrain
45 “Mama’s Family”

character
46 Mouthed-off

impudently
49 Gag
51 __ prosequi
52 Bring a latecomer

up to speed
53 Maxwell and

Schiaparelli
55 Quiz option
56 Numbers subject
57 Syst. of sound

syllables
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Basic technique

Don’t put treatment before diagnosis
Dear Dr. Roach: I am a

man in my 80s, and in the past
three years I have had four or
five incidents when one of my
wrists became excruciatingly
painful, with some inflamma-
tion and slight reddish color-
ing.

I cannot correlate these
incidents with prior physical
or exercise activities, except
that the most recent inci-
dent occurred the day after I
may have overdosed on choco-
late!

Would this be an incident
of pseudogout, an accumu-
lation of calcium pyrophos-
phate crystals?

To treat this condition, I
havebeenprescribedCelebrex,
hydrocodone and prednisone.
I prefer not using Celebrex
or a narcotic, and your recent
column advised against using
prednisone, since steroids can
cause poor blood flow to bone
tissue.

I am on lisinopril and
warfarin, so I am limited to

certain analgesics and anti-
inflammatory agents. What
agents would you recom-
mend? — Anon.

While it is possible that
these incidents might be pseu-
dogout (which you correctly
note is due to calcium pyro-
phosphate crystals in joints),
it might be gout (uric acid
crystals) or even a different
cause — say, arthritis or ten-
dinitis.

Before committing to a
course of treatment, I’d rec-
ommend you get a diagnosis.

Both gout and pseudogout
can be definitively diagnosed
by taking a sample of joint
fluid during an attack.

Pseudogout, but not gout,
can usually be diagnosed by
X-ray. A rheumatologist is the
expert on sorting out joint
pains.

By the way, I couldn’t find
that chocolate is likely to
cause either gout or pseudo-
gout.

Dark chocolate is thought
by some authorities to be help-
ful, but milk chocolate is not.

Dear Dr. Roach: I have
trouble sleeping — I toss and
turn a lot, and have back
problems. I am 80. Is it OK to
take a 0.5 mg melatonin and a
Benadryl?

I sleep better with that,
although I do dream a bit
when I take the Benadryl. I
noticed that Benadryl has the
same ingredient as some sleep
remedies. — C.K.

I don’t recommend any
kind of sleeping aid on a regu-
lar basis, and I try hard not to
prescribe them, especially in
the elderly. They significantly
increase the risk for falls.

Diphenhydramine (the
active ingredient in Benadryl
and most over-the-counter

sleep aids) also increases risk
for collisions in older adults
who drive. I am not sure
that recent reports linking
diphenhydramine to demen-
tia prove that it is a cause of
Alzheimer’s disease, but it’s
another reason to avoid this
medication on a more than
occasional basis.

Melatonin, at the low dose
of 0.5 mg, is safer and a better
choice for sleep disturbance,
especially in older adults.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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Conceptis Sudoku

DR. KEITH ROACH
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH

Dr. Roach regrets that
he is unable to answer
individual letters, but
will incorporate them in
the column whenever
possible. Readers may
email questions to
ToYourGoodHealth@med.
cornell.edu or request an
order form of available
health newsletters at 628
Virginia Dr., Orlando, FL
32803. Health newsletters
may be ordered from www.
rbmamall.com.
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